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ABOUT OXO
In 1990, OXO set out to make everyday living easier. We 
tackled this audacious goal through humble products like 
peelers, ice cream scoops, can openers and whisks. As 
we have grown in both size and product offering, the OXO 
brand has become widely recognized as a prime example  
of how user-focused design in everyday products can 
translate into business success, influencing categories far 
distant from our own.

Recently, we interviewed some OXO users as a kind of 
performance review. Over and over again, we heard “there’s 
a lot of thought that goes into how somebody will use an 
OXO tool,” “it’s always interesting to see the OXO version  
of something,” and “OXO…made all the difference.”  
Perhaps the best illustration of a job well done was that every 
single user we spoke to said OXO made “life a little easier.”

How do we do it?
We study people – lefties and righties, male and female, 
young and old – interacting with products and we identify 
ways to make these products better. Our “question 
everything” process and relentless attention to detail uncover 
the best solutions for slicing, peeling, whisking, baking, 
stirring, washing, scrubbing, dusting, storing and organizing.
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PEELERS

PEELERS
Glide through the toughest peels of  
your favorite fruit and veggies with ease. 
How a-peel-ing!

Y Peeler
• Sharp stainless steel 

blade peels easily 
• Handle is comfortable, 

even during repetitive 
action of peeling 

• Built-in potato eyer

# 21081 # 1061242

Serrated Peeler
• Sharp, serrated, stainless 

steel blade 
• Easily peels skins off 

waxy and slippery fruits 
and vegetables 

• Ideal for peeling peaches, 
plums, tomatoes, 
zucchini and more 

• Soft, comfortable,  
non-slip handle 
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PEELERS

# 1054751

Julienne Peeler
• Sharp, stainless steel 

blades easily create 
julienne strips 

• Clear, flip-top safety cover 
• Non-slip, soft grip 

3 Piece Peeler Set
Swivel Peeler
• Sharp, stainless steel 

blade removes just the 
peel without wasting  
any fruit

• Built-in potato eye 
remover 

• Soft, comfortable,  
non-slip handle 

Julienne Peeler
• Sharp, stainless steel 

blades easily create 
julienne strips 

• Clear, flip-top safety cover 
• Soft, comfortable,  

non-slip handle 

 
Serrated Peeler
• Sharp, serrated stainless 

steel blade easily peels 
skin off waxy and slippery 
fruits and vegetables 

• Ideal for peeling peaches, 
plums, tomatoes, 
zucchini and more 

• Soft, comfortable,  
non-slip handle 

# 1137680
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FRUIT & VEG
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Corer
• Soft, comfortable handle 
• Stainless steel head 
• Core is easily removed 

from tool 

Lemon Zester
• Double duty stainless 

steel head allows you to 
zest and create garnishes 

• Soft, non-slip handle fits 
securely in your hand 

# 20181 # 26781

FRUIT & VEGETABLE
If you think preparing fruit is the 
pits, try OXO’s Fruit & Vegetable 
tools. Each is uniquely designed 
to cleanly remove pits, peels 
and hulls. Sweet!
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FRUIT & VEG
ETABLE

Melon Baller
• Features two scooping 

ends in different sizes 
• Sturdy, stainless steel 

heads 
• Soft, comfortable handle

Corn Holders
• Strong stainless steel pins 

keep the corn holders 
firmly attached 

• Soft, comfortable handles 
for a secure grip 

• Set of 8 corn holders 

3-in-1 Avocado Tool
• All-in-one tool splits, 

pits, slices and scoops 
avocados

• Plastic blade slices  
avocado skin and flesh 
safely and effectively

• Pitter removes pit from 
flesh with a safe and  
easy twisting motion

• Fan blade removes  
flesh from skin in perfect,  
even slices

• Soft, comfortable,  
non-slip grip

Apple Divider
• Cores and slices fruit 
• Sharp, stainless steel 

blades make perfect slices 
• Soft, cushioned handles 

for comfort

# 39781

# 28381

# 1252180

# 32681
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SALAD

SALAD
Salad is always in season with OXO. 
From cutting, washing and drying 
greens, to peeling, julienning and slicing 
veggies to dressing, seasoning and 
serving it all, take OXO for a spin.

Lettuce Knife
• Serrated edge easily cuts 

through a variety  
of lettuces and greens 

• Clear plastic blade 
prevents bruised or  
brown lettuce 

• Also ideal for cutting 
desserts like cakes  
and brownies 

• Safe for use with  
non-stick pans 

• Soft, non-slip grip 

Salad Dressing  
Shaker
• Ideal for making, mixing, 

serving and storing 
dressings, sauces and 
marinades 

• Wide opening 
accommodates a range  
of ingredients 

• Airtight, watertight,  
leakproof seal 

• One-handed open/close 
lever flips back to pour 
and forward to seal 

• Made from tritan
• 1½ cups capacity

# 1161000 # 1188500
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GARLIC & HERB
Let our Garlic & Herb tools help you 
spice up all of your favorite dishes!

Kitchen & Herb 
Scissors
• Hardened Stainless steel 

blades easily cut through 
cardboard, twine, meat, 
vegetables and more 

• Cushioning pads on  
grip absorb pressure  
while cutting 

• Herb stripper effectively 
removes fresh herbs from 
tough stems 

• Blades separate for 
thorough and easy 
cleaning 

• Micro-serrated blade 
grips items securely and 
prevents slipping 

• Hand wash with warm, 
soapy water and  
promptly dry

Garlic Press 
• Large capacity garlic 

chamber 
• Built-in cleaner 
• Sturdy, die-cast zinc 

construction 
• Soft, comfortable grips 
• Changed hole shape  

on press
• New item number to  

get rid of bad reviews

# 1072121# 11107400
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GRATERS & CHEESE
From mozzarella to manchego, our 
Graters & Cheese tools are the perfect 
companions for any cheese aficionado.

Seal & Store  
Rotary Grater
• Large barrel and sharp  

bi-directional stainless steel 
blades for efficient grating

• Medium surface is 
ideal for hard cheeses, 
chocolate, nuts and more

• Additional cap collects 
grated cheese before 
serving; simply adjust 
window to pour desired 
quantity

• Handle can be adjusted to 
accommodate both right- 
and left-handed users

• Silicone seal keeps 
cheese fresh when stored 
in the refrigerator 

• Soft, comfortable,  
non-slip handle and 
rotating knob 

Box Grater 
• Sharp, stainless steel, 

single-direction, stamped 
grating surface

• Coarse, medium and fine 
grating surfaces, and 
slicing surface

• Slim construction 
conveniently fits into 
drawers

• Attachable container  
for catching, measuring 
and storing freshly  
grated foods 

• Soft, comfortable,  
non-slip grip 

# 1052349# 1057961
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Grater
• Stainless steel head  

grates finely 
• Soft handle absorbs 

pressure 

Coarse Grater 
• New design features  

a single-direction  
grating surface

• Etched blade for 
maximum sharpness

• Ideal for coarse grating 
of semi-soft cheeses, 
butter, apples, cabbages, 
potatoes, onions and more

• Generous grating surface
• Soft, comfortable,  

non-slip grip 
• Non-slip foot for more 

control while grating

Pizza Wheel
• Sharp, stainless steel blade 
• Soft handle 
• Built-in thumb guard  

for safety

Fine Zester & Grater
• Bi-directional, stainless 

steel blade for fast, easy 
zesting and grating

• Etched blade for 
maximum sharpness

• Ideal for zesting citrus 
fruits and finely grating 
hard cheeses, onions, 
ginger and more

• Generous grating surface
• Soft, comfortable,  

non-slip grip 
• Non-slip foot for more 

control while grating

# 20581

# 1121980

# 20781

# 1122180
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Hand-Held  
Mandoline Slicer
• Adjustable for slices in  

3 thicknesses 
• Clear surface shows  

slices below 
• Slice on cutting board or 

plate or hook over a bowl 
• Food holder protects 

hands and covers blade 
when not in use 

• Non-slip handle, knob  
and foot

V-Blade  
Mandoline Slicer
• Sharp, V-shaped blade 

of hardened stainless 
steel easily slices both firm 
vegetables like potatoes 
and soft fruits like tomatoes 

• Straight and wavy blades 
for straight or crinkle cuts 

• Four easily adjustable 
slice thickness settings: 
1.5mm, 3mm, 4.5mm 
and 6mm 

• Julienne blades for french 
fries or fine julienne strips 

• Straight, wavy and julienne 
blades conveniently store 
on board and remove  
for cleaning 

• Soft handle and turning 
knob for comfort and 
non-slip feet for safety 

• Textured runway keeps 
food from sticking 

• Food holder securely 
holds food and protects 
fingers 

• Mandoline locks closed 
and feet fold in for safe 
and compact storage 

• Hand wash blades. 
Mandoline body and food 
holder are dishwasher safe 

# 1119100 # 1155700

SLICERS
Making cucumber salad, an apple tart or 
a potato gratin? Try OXO’s user-friendly 
Slicers & Choppers, the perfect tools for 
creating culinary sensations. 
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Smooth Edge  
Can Opener
• No sharp edges left on 

can or lid 
• Easy-to-turn side-wind grip 
• Durable stainless steel 

cutting wheel does not 
touch can contents and 
stays clean 

• Soft, non-slip handles  
and easy turning knob 

• Lid pliers for no-touch  
lid removal 

• Lid can be replaced on 
top of can for storage 

• Hand wash only

Can Opener  
– Soft Handled
• Big, cushioned handles 

absorb pressure 
• Oversized knob is easy  

to turn 
• Sharp cutting wheel 
• Built-in bottle cap opener 

# 1049953 # 28081

JAR & CAN OPENERS
Open any jar, can or bottle effortlessly.  
Our soft handles, oversized knobs and  
wide grips provide comfort and leverage  
for easy opening. 

Jar Opener
• Jar opener base pad 

keeps jar in place, 
reducing force required  
to open jar 

• Sharp, stainless steel 
teeth grip jar 

• Accommodates all size 
jar lids 

• Contoured, non-slip grip 
for better leverage 

• Jar Opener is dishwasher 
safe, hand wash base pad 

# 1173600
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1” Pastry Brush
• Natural boar bristles retain 

softness and pliability 
better than synthetics 

• Sealed bristle base keeps 
food and liquid out 

• Angled head keeps 
bristles off countertops 

• Soft handle 

1.5” Pastry Brush
• Natural boar bristles retain 

softness and pliability 
better than synthetics 

• Sealed bristle base keeps 
food and liquid out 

• Angled head keeps 
bristles off countertops 

• Soft handle 

# 73781 # 73881

BRUSHES
With angled heads to minimize messes, 
our Brushes are perfect for sauces, egg 
wash, glaze and more.  
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WHISKS & SPATULAS
Create a stir with our collection of Whisks  
& Spatulas. Soft, comfortable handles fit 
comfortably in your hand so you can beat 
eggs, stir batter and whip cream with ease. 

Silicone Spatula 
Small
• Heat-resistant up to  

315°C  
• Won’t discolor, warp  

or melt 
• Safe for coated or  

non-stick cookware 

Jar Spatula
• Shaped to reach food in 

jars of all shapes  
and sizes 

• Long, narrow and flexible 
to reach bottom edges 
and under the rim 

• Heat resistant to 315°C 

Silicone Spatula 
Medium
• Heat-resistant up to 

315°C  
• Won’t discolor, warp  

or melt 
• Safe for coated or  

non-stick cookware  

# 1056169

# 1124100

# 73091
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Egg Beater
• Smoothly rotating 

gears are enclosed for 
protection and easy 
clean-up 

• Soft, comfortable,  
non-slip grips on turning 
knob and contoured 
handle 

• Sturdy stainless steel 
Beaters can be removed 
for cleaning or for tasting 

• Beaters are elevated and 
continue to work while 
device rests on bottom  
of bowl 

• Perfect for eggs, light 
batters, whipped cream 
and more 

• Base detaches from top 
and is dishwasher safe

11” Silicone  
Balloon Whisk
• Soft, comfortable,  

non-slip handle
• Silicone is heat resistant  

up to 315°C 
• Won’t discolor, warp  

or melt
• Gentle and safe for  

non-stick, ceramic and 
metal cookware

# 1126980 # 1244780

11” Balloon Whisk
• Polished stainless steel 

wires and narrow shape 
are perfect for whisking in 
a small bowl or container 

• Innovative handle shape 
and soft, comfortable grip 
to absorb pressure 

# 74291
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11” Whisk
• Polished stainless steel 

wires and narrow shape 
are perfect for whisking in 
a small bowl or container 

• Innovative handle shape 
and soft, comfortable grip 
to absorb pressure

9” Whisk
• Polished stainless steel 

wires and narrow shape 
are perfect for whisking in 
a small bowl or container 

• Innovative handle shape 
and soft, comfortable grip 
to absorb pressure

# 74191 # 74091

BAKING TOOLS
From following Grandma’s secret 
recipe to creating sweet treats with  
the kids, baking is easy as pie with  
our Baking Collection. 
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Bent Icing Knife
• Stiff yet flexible stainless 

steel blades provide 
control while icing

• Angled blades keep 
countertops clean

• Smooth edges for  
even coats

• Ideal for sheet and  
layer cakes

• Soft, contoured handles 
for a comfortable grip

Cupcake  
Icing Knife
• Perfect shape and size 

for decorating and icing 
cupcakes

• Stiff yet flexible stainless 
steel blade provides 
control while icing

• Blade angled to keep 
countertops clean

• Smooth edges for  
even coats

• Soft, contoured handle  
for a comfortable grip

# 73591 # 1248980

Cookie Press
• Creates consistent 

cookies every time
• Non-slip base keeps 

Cookie Press steady  
while dispensing

• Clear cylinder shows  
how much dough is left

• Large, non-slip lever  
is comfortable for 
repetitive use

• Disassembles for easy 
loading and cleaning

• Includes 12 stainless  
steel cookie disks in 
different patterns

# 1257580
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3-in-1 Egg Separator
• Raised edge perfect for 

easily cracking eggs
• Prevents drips from 

running down the side of 
bowls and onto counters 
and tables 

• Keeps egg shells from falling 
into batters and recipes

• Egg separator separates 
egg yolks from whites

• Fits virtually any bowl
• Comfortable, non-slip grip
• Compact size for 

convenient storage
• Top-rack dishwasher safe

# 1122180

# 1122180

Oven Thermometer
• Glass allows oven light  

to shine through for  
easy readability 

• Large, easy-to-read 
numbers 

• Non-slip silicone ring  
for easier handling 

• Unique clip can hang 
from or stand on rack and 
won’t fall off during use 

• Fahrenheit and Celsius 
temperature scales 

• Hand wash only

Cake Tester
• Stainless steel wire 
• Soft grip

# 75681

Cupcake Corer
• Great for coring cupcakes 

and muffins to add filling 
• Easily cores cupcakes 

and ejects center in  
one piece

• Soft, non-slip grip is 
comfortable, even during 
repetitive coring

• Large handle makes it 
easy for kids to use

• Comes apart for easy 
cleaning

# 1147780
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Batter Bowl
• Bright red, permanent 

measurement markings  
for better visibility 

• High side walls prevent 
splatter when mixing 

• Non-skid base stabilizes 
Bowl while mixing 

• Wide lip and spout 
make it easier to pour 
ingredients 

• Soft, comfortable,  
non-slip handle 

• 8 cup capacity 

4 Cup Angled  
Measuring Cup
• Patented angled 

surface lets you read 
measurements from above 

• Eliminates the need to fill, 
check and adjust 

• Soft, non-slip handle 
• Standard and metric 

measurement markings 

# 1144000 # 1050030

MEASURING CUPS  
& SPOONS
When it comes to measuring, we look 
at things from a different angle, making 
even the most precise recipes foolproof.
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1 Cup Angled  
Measuring Cup
• Patented angled 

surface lets you read 
measurements from above 

• Eliminates the need to fill, 
check and adjust 

• Soft, non-slip handle 
• Standard and metric 

measurement markings 

2 Cup Angled  
Measuring Cup
• Patented angled 

surface lets you read 
measurements from above 

• Eliminates the need to fill, 
check and adjust 

• Soft, non-slip handle 
• Standard and metric 

measurement markings 

# 1050585 # 105086

Measuring Spoons
• Easily remove one spoon 

at a time without opening 
the ring

• Bright, color-coded, 
permanent measurement 
markings

• Includes convenient 
½ T and 1/8 tsp 
measurements

• Soft, non-slip handles

Measuring Cups 
• Easily remove one cup  

at a time without opening 
the ring

• Bright, color-coded, 
permanent measurement 
markings

• Soft, non-slip handles

# 76081 # 76181
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4 Piece Mini  
Beaker Set
• Set includes 2 oz, 1 oz,  

1 Tbsp and 1 tsp Beakers
• Ideal for measuring small 

amounts of liquids such 
as food coloring, extracts, 
lemon juice and more

• Funnel shaped top and 
spout for easy filling and 
pouring

• Beakers nest for compact 
storage

• Brightly colored,  
easy-to-read markings

1 Cup Adjustable 
Measuring Cup
• Cup is adjustable for easy, 

convenient measurement 
of various volumes

• Smooth, rotating body 
and comfortable turning 
knob is perfect for 
measuring and dispensing 
peanut butter, honey and 
other sticky ingredients

• Internal track easily 
guides plunger to desired 
measurement marking

• Silicone disk acts as a 
squeegee on inside of cup

2 Cup Adjustable 
Measuring Cup
• Cup is adjustable for easy, 

convenient measurement 
of various volumes

• Smooth, rotating body 
and comfortable turning 
knob is perfect for 
measuring and dispensing 
peanut butter, honey and 
other sticky ingredients

• Internal track easily 
guides plunger to desired 
measurement marking

• Silicone disk acts as a 
squeegee on inside of cup

# 1245380

# 1249980 # 1250080
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2 Cup Fat Separator
• Constructed of  

heat-resistant plastic
• Heat-resistant strainer 

catches unwanted bits 
• Stopper keeps fat out  

of the spout 
• Shield prevents gravy 

from spilling over the top

4 Cup Fat Separator
• Constructed of  

heat-resistant plastic
• Heat-resistant strainer 

catches unwanted bits 
• Stopper keeps fat out  

of the spout 
• Shield prevents gravy 

from spilling over the top

# 1067505 # 1060622

MEAT & ROASTING TOOLS
Steaks, roasts and more – our Meat & 
Roasting Tools are ideal for any carnivore.

Meat Tenderizer
• Flat side for pounding 
• Textured side for 

tenderizing 
• Solid aluminum 

construction 
• Soft handle absorbs 

pressure 
• Hand wash only

# 26191
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Nylon Flexible  
Turner 
• Flexible nylon head 
• Safe for non-stick 

cookware and bakeware 
• Heat resistant to 200°C 
• Soft, comfortable,  

non-slip handle 

Black # 1058984 | Red # 1061276

FLEXIBLE TURNERS
You’ll flip for our handy line of Flexible 
Turners, all with soft, comfortable 
handles to help get the job done.

Nylon Flexible  
Omelet Turner
• Flexible, slotted,  

nylon head 
• Safe for non-stick 

cookware 
• Heat resistant to 200°C 
• Soft handle 

# 1064983
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Small Silicone  
Flexible Turner
• Ideal for lifting cookies 

and other baked goods 
• Thin, flexible edge glides 

easily beneath foods 
• Heat resistant to 315°C 
• Silicone bonded to flexible 

stainless steel 
• Safe for non-stick 

cookware 

Silicone Flexible 
Omelet Turner
• Perfect for flipping longer 

foods like omelets and 
fish filets 

• Thin, flexible edge glides 
easily beneath foods 

• Heat resistant to 315°C 
• Silicone bonded to flexible 

stainless steel 
• Safe for non-stick 

cookware 

Large Silicone  
Flexible Turner
• Ideal for flipping eggs, 

burgers, crepes and more 
• Thin, flexible edge glides 

easily beneath foods 
• Heat resistant to 315°C 
• Silicone bonded to flexible 

stainless steel 
• Safe for non-stick 

cookware 

Silicone Flexible 
Pancake Turner
• Perfect for flipping 

pancakes, burgers  
and more 

• Thin, flexible edge glides 
easily beneath foods 

• Heat resistant to 315°C 
• Silicone bonded to flexible 

stainless steel 
• Safe for non-stick 

cookware 

# 1071536

# 1071532

# 1071534

# 1071533
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NYLON UTENSILS
Serve up the perfect meal with our 
complete line of Nylon Utensils for all  
of your cooking needs.

Spaghetti Server
• Nylon spaghetti server 

lifts, portions and serves 
spaghetti, linguini and 
angel hair pasta 

• Sturdy nylon is safe for 
non-stick cookware 

• Heat resistant to 200°C 
• Soft, comfortable grip 
• Metal accents add style 

Slotted Spoon
• Sturdy nylon is safe for 

non-stick cookware
• Heat resistant to 200°C
• Soft, comfortable grip
• Metal accents add style 

# 1190900 # 1190800
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Lasagna Turner
• Nylon lasagne turner has 

a broad surface for lifting 
and serving 

• Angled neck fits perfectly 
under lasagne in the pan 

• Sized to cut and lift the 
perfect portion 

• Sturdy nylon is safe for 
non-stick cookware 

• Heat resistant to 200°C 
• Soft, comfortable grip 
• Metal accents add style 

Round Turner
• Nylon round turner has 

a broad surface and 
round shape for flipping 
pancakes, omelets, 
burgers and more 

• Sturdy nylon is safe for 
non-stick cookware 

• Heat resistant to 200°C 
• Soft, comfortable grip 
• Metal accents add style 

Spoon
• Sturdy nylon is safe for 

non-stick cookware
• Heat resistant to 200°C
• Soft, comfortable grip
• Metal accents add style 

Square Turner
• Sturdy nylon is safe for 

non-stick cookware
• Heat resistant to 200°C
• Soft, comfortable grip
• Metal accents add style 

# 1190400

# 1190200

# 1190600

#1190300
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Fork
• Nylon fork is perfect 

for turning sausages or 
meatballs in a pan, or 
holding meat and poultry 
steady for slicing 

• Sturdy nylon is safe for 
non-stick cookware 

• Heat resistant to 200°C 
• Soft, comfortable grip 
• Metal accents add style 

Ladle
• Sturdy nylon is safe for 

non-stick cookware
• Heat resistant to 200°C
• Soft, comfortable grip
• Metal accents add style 

# 1190700 # 1190800

Potato Masher
• Easily mashes potatoes 

and other soft vegetables 
• Safe for non-stick 

cookware 
• Heat resistant up to 200°C 
• Soft, non-slip handle 

# 77891
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Wooden Spoons
• Solid beech wood
• Broad, deep heads for 

easy scooping and serving
• Safe for non-stick 

cookware
• Natural oil finish
• Hand wash only

Large # 1058024 | Medium # 1058023 | Small # 11130680

WOODEN UTENSILS
For a natural look and a comfortable feel,  
try our line of Wooden Utensils.

Ice Cream  
Trigger Scoop
• Easy-to-use swing lever 
• Makes large, perfect 

scoops 
• Soft, comfortable handle 

# 21291

ICE CREAM
Scooper heroes unite! Our Ice Cream 
Scoops are designed for easy scooping 
and quick release of ice cream into cones, 
bowls or dishes without sticking.
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Tongs with  
Silicone Heads 
• Sturdy, stainless steel 

Tongs with Silicone Heads 
• Silicone Heads are heat 

resistant to 315°C and safe 
for non-stick cookware 

• Soft, non-slip handles and 
comfortable thumb rests 

• Tongs lock closed for 
convenient storage 

• Available in 9’’ and 12’’ 
lengths 

12 Inch # 1101980 | 9 Inch # 1101880

TONGS
Flip, lift and lock with ease using our  
handy line of Tongs.

Twisting Tea Ball
• Twisting feature makes 

filling with a large amount 
loose leaf tea a breeze 

• Long, stainless steel neck 
accommodates most 
cups and mugs

• Works with all loose leaf 
teas and is also great for 
herbs and spices

• Soft, comfortable,  
non-slip grip

# 1410280

TEA 
For tea that is sure to lift your spirits, 
colorful thirst-quenching on the go,  
sip in style with OXO.
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Large Bamboo  
Cutting Board
• Made of environmentally 

friendly Bamboo 
• Soft, tapered handles 

make lifting Board easy 
• Non-slip edges keep 

Board from slipping 
• Double sided use 

helps prevent cross 
contamination 

• Generous juice groove 
retains liquids on Board 

• Hand wash only, rinse 
with a solution of mild 
detergent and warm water 

• 12” x 16” 

Chop & Pour  
Cutting Board
• Corner spout guides food 

into pots and pans
• Generous, flat cutting 

surface 
• Lightweight Board is easy 

to lift for moving food from 
board to pan or bowl

• Back and side walls keep 
food contained while 
moving or pouring

• Non-slip edges keep 
Board from slipping

• Durable, non-porous, 
odor-resistant 
polypropylene resists 
deep scratches and 
maintains sharp knives

• Soft, tapered grip makes 
lifting board easy

• 13.5” x 10.5” 
• Top rack dishwasher safe

# 1150830 # 1251980

CUTTING BOARDS
Chop, mince and carve with confidence 
on our Cutting Boards.
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Soap Dispensing 
Dish Brush
• Squirts soap with the light 

push of a button 
• Durable nylon bristles 
• Scraper on backside of 

brush easily removes 
baked-on food 

• Bristles and scraper 
are safe for non-stick 
cookware 

• Simply twist off bottom  
of brush handle to refill 

• Soft, comfortable  
non-slip grip 

Soap Dispensing 
Stemware & Glass 
Wand
• Squirts soap with the light 

push of a button
• Durable antibacterial scrub
• Safe for non-stick 

cookware
• Soft, comfortable  

non-slip grip

# 1067529 # 1225600

BRUSHES & SPONGES
Report for dish duty with OXO.  
Dispensing tools release soap as you 
need it and Brushes feature bristles that 
stand up to the toughest tasks.
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Water/Sports Bottle 
3 Piece Cleaning Set
• Set includes: long bottle 

brush, straw brush and 
detail cleaner

• Long bottle brush is 
perfect for cleaning the 
inside of bottles with 
narrow necks

• Long straw brush is great 
for getting inside sports 
bottle straws

• Detail cleaner is ideal  
for getting into crevices 
in caps

• Bristles made of durable 
nylon to keep their shape

Soap Dispensing 
Palm Brush
• Squirts soap with the light 

push of a button
• Durable nylon bristles 

are safe for non-stick 
cookware

• Soft, comfortable  
non-slip grip

# 1329080

# 36481

3 Piece Funnel Set
• Includes: 120ml funnel,  

475ml funnel and strainer 
• Strainer fits in both funnels 
• Soft ribs on funnel neck 

for a secure fit in all size 
bottle openings 

• High-heat plastic can 
withstand hot liquids 

• Soft, comfortable grips 
• Three pieces nest for 

storage 

# 1047091

STRAINERS 
Secure grips and  
non-slip bases keep 
your tools steady 
during even the 
toughest jobs.


